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Chapter 1
Introduction
Release 6.6 is the second major update of 2012 of the Datafile software following the Payroll
update earlier this year. Enhancements and improvements have concentrated on further
development to the Stock and Bill of Materials applications to add additional features to assembly
handling plus additional options within the Ledger Enquiry. In addition we have continued to
develop additional options to the system based on feedback from users. As always any feedback
is added to our development review list for consideration and potential inclusion in subsequent
updates of the software as this release continues to demonstrate.
Features introduced in Release 6.6 include:
Display Nominal Journal Totals
Assembly Block Build Processing
Additional Options for Stock Assembly Reports
Store Point-of-Sale Order for Recall
Record Selection Filters in Ledger Enquiry
Additional Options for Account / Order History Databases in Ledger Enquiry
Group Account Sales Enquiry Facility
Salesperson Enquiry Filters
Records Last Updated Details on DFD Records
Currency Bank Unpresented Listing
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Installing Release 6.6
Updating Your Registration Number
To update your serial number to the new release (6.6) you need to enter the upgrade code that
was supplied via your reseller.
Sign on with the SLAVE user-id and password and select the option ‘Upgrade to Latest Release’.
The upgrade code is 24 characters split into six groups of four, you need to press the <Enter> or
<Tab> key after each part. Once the code has been entered press UPGRADE to update to the
current release.

If the code is not accepted re-check that you have entered the code as supplied by your reseller. If
the code is still not accepted ask your Datafile reseller to arrange an update of the security file.
Do not proceed with the program update until the upgrade key has been entered, or an updated
security file has been supplied, as you will not be able to use the software.

Upgrade Procedures
Follow these instructions to update your system to Release 6.6.
Note that you cannot use the updated programs unless you have a registration / serial number
beginning with ‘66’.
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Before you start, certain details are required:
Is Datafile installed on a network, if so are the programs run from the network or the local
terminal?
Where are the Datafile programs held?
Have you downloaded the “Release 6.6 Update.exe”? If not, download from the website
now.
Once these details are known you can begin the upgrade.
1.

All users must exit Datafile Software completely. Users should select ‘Quit’ on the main
menu and then ‘Quit/Exit Datafile’ from the sign-on screen. Users should also exit Microsoft
Word & Outlook programs.

2.

Double-click the downloaded “Release 6.6 Update.EXE”. This is a compressed archive file
which, when run, will unzip the updated programs and installation procedure. The default
folder the system will wish to unzip to is C:\REL66UPD – if this is acceptable click FINISH or
use Browse to change to a folder of your own choosing. (If a new folder warning is displayed
select YES to create this folder). The system will then expand the compressed files and then
automatically launch the setup process.

3.

Choose ‘Update Program Files’

4.

Choose whether you wish to update your menus. Respond No - No updated menus are
supplied with this update.

5.

Choose ‘Network Installation’ or ‘Local Installation’ as appropriate.

6.

Next the system asks for the paths of the Datafile Software system.
WINDOWS – location of Windows Programs (DFWIN.EXE)
PARAMETERS – location of main Datafile folder (DIAMOND.D00)
DATA – location of main company files (DIAMOND.D05)
The system will validate that the pathnames entered here contain files appropriate for each
location (these are the filenames in brackets above). To check the paths to be entered you
can use the FIND/SEARCH option on the Windows Start Menu.

7.

Once the pathnames are accepted, press <NEXT> until the Licence Agreement is displayed
and ‘YES’ to accept this. The supplied programs will then be updated.

8.

If installing to a Local Workstation then the update is now complete. If installing to a
Network then the update continues by asking ‘Do You Want to Install Local Programs’.
Respond ‘Y’ to this prompt regardless as to whether programs are run locally or over the
network – you still need to update the local workstation for Microsoft Word links. After a
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short pause the system will ask you to confirm whether programs are run from the Network
or Locally. Confirm as appropriate.
9.

If running programs locally you are then asked to confirm the local program path – usually
C:\DFWIN\PROGRAMS. If running programs from the network then this prompt is skipped.

10.

You are then asked to confirm the folder on the Start Menu to access Datafile (usually
DATAFILE SOFTWARE) before the system updates the appropriate local files.

11.

Update of the workstation is now complete. To update other workstations you need to run
SETUP.EXE from the main Datafile folder on the network (use the Windows option RUN on
the Start Menu) from each workstation – this repeats options 9-11 above. You can now
delete the contents of the REL66UPD folder and the “Release 6.6 Update.EXE” file.

Important Notes
Increased Record Size / Data Items per Database
The Release 5.9 update increased the maximum number of items per database to 320 and doubles
the maximum record size from 2K to 4K. Once these features have been taken advantage of you
will no longer be able to use the DOS product or earlier versions of the Windows product in
conjunction with these databases.

Microsoft Office Links
The Release 6.0 update introduced improved links to Microsoft Word and Outlook that are only
applicable for users using the XP, Vista or Server 2003/2008 operating systems together with the
Microsoft Office 2003 / 2007 packages.
Users on earlier Microsoft Office versions or on earlier operating systems should note that these
features should not be enabled. Similarly users using alternative email clients should not
implement the Outlook email links.

Increased File Sizes
The Release 6.4 update increases the maximum files sizes allowed for DFD and saved document
files over 2GB. Once these features have been taken advantage of you will no longer be able to
use earlier versions of the program in conjunction with these files.
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Chapter 2
Application Features
Sales and Purchase Ledger
Set Account Group on Stop

Diamond and Premier

The Sales and Purchase Ledger allow the facility to reference accounts as being part of a group.
This group identification can be used for reporting selection criteria and for the new Group
Enquiry function discussed later in this manual. Credit Control options allow you to mark the
account as ‘on stop’ preventing the generation of invoices for a specific account, this new feature
allows the option to mark an account group as a whole as ‘on stop’.

The option to mark an Account Group on Stop asks you to select an account, <F4-Select> is
available but will restrict selection to those accounts where the main account code matches the
group account.
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After selecting the STOP (or RELEASE if account already on stop) option the system will warn that
will place all accounts in the group on stop and ask if OK to proceed.

Record Locking
If elect to flag all accounts the system will exclusive lock all accounts within the group.
If the locks cannot be achieved the user will be warned accordingly and the change
rejected.

Installation
Menu Design
The Mark Account Group On Stop option needs to be added as required to the Sales/ Purchase
menu. To add a new menu option sign-on as the CONFIG user and select Application Menu
Design, choose the menu to update (the Sales Ledger Utilities menu is SLUTIL.D03, the Purchase
Ledger Utilities is PLUTIL.D03) and then select to update either the left or right-hand menu. Move
down to a blank menu entry and enter the title required then press <Enter> to enter the menu
parameters.
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Applic, Program or Notes
Menu Name or Program Path
Parameter

P-Program
SL.EXE / PL.EXE
1011

NB: Other options can be set as required.
Database Changes
The Group Account Flag item is usually a pre-existing data item (GRP-ADD-XREF) and can be set via
the Sales / Purchase extra maintenance screens. However, for this option the account flag needs
to be a secondary index item.
To update select Installation from the main menu followed by Application Manager and then
Restructure A Database. Select the Sales Ledger or Purchase Ledger application. Elect to update
the Live Files and then select the Accounts File. The existing data items are then displayed on
screen, scroll-down to the GRP-ADD-XREF item and press <F4-Select> to set as secondary index.
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Up to two secondary indexes can be defined against a database, if both in use Premier users can
consider moving one of the index items into the Extra Selection items (note than any search on
this moved item will be slower however). Diamond users would have to consider whether they
can replace one of the index items.
Once the indexes have been updated press the <ESC> key and select the UPDATE button to save
the database changes. When prompted respond ‘Y’ to the prompts to ‘Extract Existing Data to
New Database Structure’ and, if appropriate, ‘Copy Table Entries from Old Database to New
Database’. Final prompts ask to ‘Remove (.OLD) Database’ and to ‘Carry Out the Same
Restructure on the BASE File as well’ – respond as required. If you select to update the base file
you need to manually update the index items here also.

Improvements to Statement Print Locking
If an account statement is set to flag back to the account record – to update last statement date,
statement page number or Credit Control flag – then the system requires exclusive access to the
sales accounts file when doing a statement run.
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This new option allows the ability to use record locking rather than file locking for statement
production. This allows the system to process a statement for all required accounts but skipping
any that are exclusively locked by another operator and reports at the end of the procedure if any
accounts not processed. Missed accounts can be reprocessed later by running the statement on a
selective basis (perhaps using the statement date not equal to ‘today’).

Installation
Document Design Manager
A new parameter has been added to the statement design to omit file locks for the statement
print. To update the Document Design select Installation from the main menu followed by the
Application Manager option and then Document Design Manager. Select the Sales Ledger
application and the Statements document type. Select the document to be updated and then,
once the document mask is displayed, select the Parameters option on the main toolbar – the
new option is available on the first parameter screen.
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Omit File Locks – set to omit exclusive file locks when the statement definition is run but to apply
record locks to the accounts.

File / Record Locking
In processing a statement the system applies U-usage locks to the accounts and
transaction files. As each account is processed the system applies a U lock on the
account record and, for the update, places a W-wait lock on the transaction file whilst
updating the account record before releasing the W lock and then releasing the U lock
on the account record. The system then repeats this process for each account to be
processed. Only accounts which are exclusively locked by another process will be
omitted.

Save Statement Balance to Account / Transactions
A new option has been added to the Sales/Purchase Statements to allow the system to record
onto the account the statement balance and on to the transactions the outstanding value at the
point the statement was printed. This can be useful for later enquiry.
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Installation
Database Changes
One new item is required on each of the Accounts and Transaction files for this new feature. To
add this new item Diamond and Premier users should select Installation from the main menu
followed by Application Manager and then Restructure A Database. Select the Sales Ledger or
Purchase Ledger application. Elect to update the Live Files and then select the Accounts File.
Professional users will need to restructure via the Datafiler tools – entering the required database
pathname. Within the restructure the existing data items are then displayed on screen, scrolldown to the next available blank entries and create the following items:
File Item

Type

Description

SLA LAST-STM-BAL

K/L

SLT LAST-STM-O/S

K/L

Holds the statement balance the last time the statement was
printed.
Holds the outstanding transaction value the last time a
statement was printed including this transaction.

To insert a new item press <Enter> against a blank entry, enter the title as required and press
<Enter>, select the item type (using the drop-down list if required), and depending on item type
select the size required.
Once the additional items have been recorded press the <ESC> key and select the UPDATE button
to save the database changes. When prompted respond ‘Y’ to the prompts to ‘Extract Existing
Data to New Database Structure’ and, if appropriate, ‘Copy Table Entries from Old Database to
New Database’. Final prompts ask to ‘Remove (.OLD) Database’ and to ‘Carry Out the Same
Restructure on the BASE File as well’ – respond as required. If you select to update the base file
you need to manually insert the new items at the same data item positions as on the live file.
Once you have added the required account item repeat for the transactions items.
Document Design
New parameters have been added to the statement design to save the statement balances on
print. To update the Document Design select Installation from the main menu followed by the
Application Manager option and then Document Design Manager. Select the Sales Ledger or
Purchase Ledger application and the Statements document type. Select the document to be
updated and then, once the document mask is displayed, select the Parameters option on the
main toolbar – the new option is available on the first parameter screen.
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Save Balance – set to allow the facility to save the statement balance to the account and
transaction files. When set a pop-up is displayed asking you to reference the required account and
transaction items.

Notes
If Foreign Currency in use and the statement is processed printing in the currency of
the account then the value saved is in the appropriate currency otherwise the value is
saved in the base currency.
If the statement layout is set not to include forward transactions then the value saved
as the outstanding transaction value does not include the effect of any forward
allocations.
By default these parameters will require exclusive locks on the account and transaction
files. If set the option to ‘Omit File Locks’ then the system will allow updating with
usage locks but will omit the print of a statement where the account is exclusively
locked by another user.
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Nominal Ledger and Cashbook
Display Debit / Credit Totals during Journal Input
During journal entry you input debit / credit values and the system will only allow update of the
journal when the totals match. Now, following requests, the system will display the debit / credit
totals together with any difference during journal entry.

Installation
No set-up changes are required; this facility is available immediately on update to Release 6.6

Column Headings for Financial Summaries Spreadsheet Output
When you output a ‘full-mode’ financial summary to Excel/OpenOffice the system uses the
balance item as the column heading. However, for special balance items 99, 100 and 101 the
system uses a generic ‘User’ title as the column heading. New in Release 6.6 is the option to
record a title to use for the column heading on spreadsheet output.
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To set the title to be used you need to update the Financial Summary Definition. Select the
Nominal Ledger option from your main menu followed by Financial Summaries and then press the
<F7-Option> key to open the summary designer. Select the full-mode summary to update and
then select the Parameters option from the main toolbar when the summary is displayed.
When you set/confirm balance item of 99/100/101 a pop-up is displayed asking for additional
parameters and this pop-up includes the prompt ‘Col Heading for Excel’ which can be set as
required.
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Unpresented Listing for Currency Bank
Accounts

Diamond and Premier

The Nominal Ledger and Cashbook reports primarily report values using the base currency of the
system. Selected reports have a secondary reporting option to run the report detailing values in
the currency of the account – the Audit Trail in Nominal/Cashbook reports and the Bank
Statement in the Cashbook reporting options. A new option is now available to enable a
secondary reporting option to run the Unpresented Listing in the Cashbook reporting values in the
currency of the account.
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Selecting the report offers the parameters available as part of the standard Unpresented listing
which can be amended as required before printing the report.

Installation
Menu Design
The new Unpresented Listing option needs to be added as required to the Cashbook Bank
Reconciliation menu. To add a new menu option sign-on as the CONFIG user and select
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Application Menu Design, choose the menu to update (the Cashbook Bank Reconciliation menu is
CBBNK.D03) and then select to update either the left or right-hand menu. Move down to a blank
menu entry and enter the title required then press <Enter> to enter the menu parameters.

Applic, Program or Notes
Menu Name or Program Path
Parameter

P-Program
CB.EXE
4104

Stock Control
Component Stock Check Report – Include Notes / Comments
The Component Stock Check report listing is based on the build assembly procedures and as such
includes any notes entries from the assembly but doesn’t include any comments. New options
have now been added to this report to control whether the listing includes comments and/or
notes.
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Include Notes / Comments – set as to whether the report is to include notes and/or comments as
required. The initial default settings on first use will include notes but not comments as per
existing report but the system will then remember the last setting used from then on.

Installation
These options are available immediately on update to Release 6.6 with no configuration changes
required.

Additional Options for the Print & Value Assemblies Report
The Print & Value Assemblies report option, available within the Stock Control / Assemblies menu,
gives you a report showing each assembly with its component detail items and the value (usually
at cost price) for each of the component details and the assembly as a whole.
Additional options are now available within the report parameters for this option including the
facility to exclude the cost-price / valuation aspects from the printed report allowing for an
assembly specification to be printed without showing cost detail
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Value at Which Cost / Price – selecting this option listed all the numeric items on file but unless
selected a profiled cost / price item the system reported the selection was invalid. This option will
now only list the valid cost/price items.
Exclude Component Criteria – this option allows for the entry of selection criteria against the
stock record which if matched will exclude the component record from the printed report. Note
that you can save selection criteria or access previously saved criteria for the exclusion by focusing
the cursor on this item and pressing <F4-Select>.
Include Comments and Notes – selecting this option controls whether comments and notes are
included in the report. The system will now remember setting for this item between reports.
Omit Cost on Report – selecting this option omits print of the special cost items that can be
included on this report layout. Items affected are the special items – 163-Line Value, 164-Stock
Cost and 165-Cost-Per for the component detail and item 164-Stock Cost for the assembly header.
The system will also exclude the total value of the assembly from the report footer.
Note that if you have set copy items from the stock file to your own user fields on the assembly
and component files for cost detail and including these items on the report then they will not be
omitted with this item set.
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Maintain Assemblies
In a further change the ‘Maintain Assemblies’ menu now has a ‘PRINT’ option that links
to this report. On selection of this option you will be prompted for the Assembly Code
and the system will then call this report with a pre-set range of assembly numbers.

Installation
These options are available immediately on update to Release 6.6 with no configuration changes
required.

Assembly Block Build Requirements

Diamond and Premier

The assembly build and component stock check processes within Stock Control work on an
assembly by assembly basis – if the same component is used in several assemblies for which build
is required then the component stock check may report there is sufficient quantity on an
individual item basis to build the assembly but taken in total there is insufficient stock available to
build the full requirements list.
This feature allows you to create a block build requirement list - entering details for all the
assemblies required for build and the quantities of each required - the system then creates a
component requirement list showing the total quantities required for each item and any shortfall.
On initial selection of Block Build of Assemblies the system asks for a reference for this build <F4-Select> is available to pick up an existing build or you can enter a new reference to create a
new requirement.
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If you enter a new reference you will be prompted if you wish to create a new build requirement
and asked to set a description for the build and an expansion level. If you choose to update an
existing block build reference (<F4-Select> is available) the system will display the status of the
requirement.
Explode to Level (1-9) – set the expansion level for the explosion of sub-assemblies. The system
will explode components to the lowest applicable level (regardless of quantity held in the subassembly).
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When creating a new requirement list the system displays a blank list allowing you to enter the list
of assemblies required.
To add an assembly into the list you can press the <Enter> key on blank entry in the grid or
<Insert> to insert a requirement on the current entry.
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When inserting a new entry you’re prompted for the assembly code (<F4-Select> is available), the
system displays the stock quantity settings (physical, reserved, on-order and free quantities) and
you can then enter the quantity required for build.
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Once assembly entries are recorded you can edit an entry by pressing the <Enter> key against a
highlighted entry. Alternatively to increase or decrease the quantity you can use the <F5> to
increase the quantity by one and <F6> to decrease the quantity by one. Pressing the <DELETE>
key allows you to remove the highlighted entry from the list.
At the bottom of the assembly grid a series of options are available:
Print – prints the Block Assembly List report which is listing of the assembly requirements entered
for this requirement. Selecting the PRINT option allows you the normal OPTIONS parameter to
amend the format of the printout, selecting PRINT again then gives you the normal printer dialog
with the standard print options (including Excel / Spreadsheet).
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Calculate – this option creates the component requirements for the entered assemblies and prints
the component requirement report together (optionally) with a re-print of the block assembly list.
You can re-run the calculate process repeatedly until the Issue process, following amendments or
general changes on stock levels, and it will regenerate a requirements report each time with the
current shortfalls.

Report – this option allows the system to reprint the requirement list generated on the last
calculation. Note that the shortfalls reported are as per the last calculation and stock levels may
have changed, to generate a current shortfall requirement list you should elect to run the
calculate option again.

Compare Quantity
The shortfall is calculated against the compare quantity which is based on either the
physical, free or available stock quantities as defined within the database structure of
the requirements file. On actual stock issue of the components the system always uses
the comparison between the required quantity and the current physical stock level as
the trigger for insufficient stock actions.
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Issue – this process issues the components from stock as per the requirements list as assembly
issue transactions.

The system will prompt for the transaction date, reference and description to be used for the
component issues. The reference will default to the block build reference and the description to
the block build description.
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When generating issues for the component stock items if there is insufficient physical stock
available the operator will be prompted if they wish to abandon this (and remaining) issues, to
build without the component, to skip issue of this component for now or to issue the quantity
available (issue reduced quantity).
Depending on the system parameters the system can also offer to allow the full quantity to be
issued regardless of the stock level (allowing negative stock balances). Note that if you select to
build without component or to issue a reduced quantity the (balance of) the component cannot be
issued again as part of this build reference.

Notes
The system can be set to pre-select via the Stock System Profiles to pre-select one of
these actions and, optionally, whether this action is automatically chosen or if the
operator can amend.
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If any component items are batch / serial tracked then the system will pause during the issue to
allow the operator to enter the batch / serial items to be issued. Generally batch / serial tracked
items will not allow negative stock (this is configurable via the Batch Tracking System Profiles).
After issuing the stock components the system will prompt the operator to print the block issues
report which details the items issued from stock.

Notes
The system will update the usual demand, cost of sales and sales values on the stock
item and also record the cost of issue into the requirements list for the subsequent
build process.
Unlike standard assembly build the issue of components and the build of the finished
item are separate procedures and the system will issue the components as one
transaction per component stock item (as opposed to one transaction per component
stock item per assembly as would be recorded if built the assemblies individually
through standard procedures).
Note that as sub-assemblies are not actually built as part of this procedure you don’t
get the build of sub-assembly and then the instant issue to the main assembly that
occurs in the standard build processes.

If the operator selects the Issues option after the issue has been fully generated then they will be
warned accordingly and the system will offer to reprint the issues report. If a shortfall resulted in
the operator electing to abandon remaining issues or to issue component later then re-selecting
this option will attempt to re-issue the remaining components.
Build - this process books the finished items into stock as per the entered block build assembly list.
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As with the issue process the system will prompt for the build date, reference and description to
be used for the generated assembly build transactions. If finished items are batch or serial tracked
the system will pause during the build for the operator to enter / confirm the appropriate batch
references.

As with component issues the system will offer to print a block build report detailing the items
booked into stock. If the operator selects the Build option after the assemblies have been built
then the system will prompt to reprint the above report.
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Note
On update of stock the system will write the usual assembly build transaction, update
the physical stock holding and, subject to general configuration settings for Stock
Control, update the stock cost based on the issued components.

Reset – available for use prior to component issue this option clears the current build list and
component requirements allowing you to re-start this block build from scratch.
Close – exits from this block build and returns you to the initial block build selection screen
allowing the operator to update/create another block build or to exit back to the menu.

Installation
Database Changes
The Block Build procedure uses three new databases to process the build assemblies and
requirements:
Block Build Header (???-BBH.DFD) – holds the list of block build definitions.
Block Build Assemblies (???-BBA.DFD) – holds the list of assemblies within a block build.
Block Build Requirements (???-BBR.DFD) – holds the list of component requirements for a block
build.
As part of the update the installation procedures will install BASE structures of the above files and
you can use the Datafiler ‘Create / Amend Database’ tools to create live equivalents of these
databases.
After creating the live equivalents you may want to restructure selected files for quantity handling
purposes (where stock or component quantities are held to 4dp) or to copy your own items from
the Stock file into the Assembly Block Build / Requirements files for inclusion on the block build
reports.
Note that apart from when adding your own items to the assembly/requirements file the system
uses a fixed structure for the build databases and system items must be in set item positions.
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The base structure for the block build databases include:
File

No

Item Name

Type

Description

BBH

1

BUILD-NO

X (16)

Holds the build reference number. This is the
prime-index item of this database and ties the build
requirements in all three databases together.

BBH

2

DESCRIPTION

X (30)

Holds the build description which is also used as the
default description for the issues and builds created
from the block build.

BBH

3

LAST-ACTION

X (1)

Status character used as display control for the last
action processed for the build.

BBH

4

DATE-ADDED

D/E

Holds the date the build requirement was created.

BBH

5

DATE-AMENDED D / E

Holds the date the build requirement was last
amended.

BBH

6

DATE-CALC

D/E

Holds the date of the last calculation of component
requirements for this block build.

BBH

7

DATE-ISSUE

D/E

Holds the date of the component issues for this
block build

BBH

8

DATE-BUILT

D/E

Holds the date the finished items for this block build
were built into stock.

BBH

9

DATE-CLEAR

D/E

Holds the date of the last reset / clear of the build
requirement.

BBH

10

EXPLODE-LEVEL N

Holds the assembly level that component items are
to be exploded to for the build process.

BBA

1

BUILD-NO

X (16)

Holds the build reference number this assembly
record relates to.

BBA

2

ASS-NO

X (30)

Holds the assembly code of the assembled stock
item to be built.
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BBA

3

QTY-REQ

K, L, M

Holds the quantity of the assembly item required.

BBA

4

BUILT

?

Flag set to ‘Y’ when this assembly item has been
built.

BBA

5

QTY-BUILT

K, L, M

Holds the quantity of the assembly built.

BBA

6

COST-PRICE

K, L, M

Holds the accumulated cost of components issued.

NB: When restructuring this database to include your own data items please add to item 321+
(Items 1-160 are reserved for future use)

BBR

1

BUILD-NO

X (16)

Holds the build reference
requirement relates to.

BBR

2

STOCK-CODE

X (30)

Holds the stock code this component requirement
relates to.

BBR

3

QTY-REQUIRED K, L, M

Holds the quantity of this component required to
fulfil the assemblies of this block build.

BBR

4

STK-PHYSICAL

BBR

5

STK-ON-ORDER K, L, M

Holds the physical quantity recorded on the stock
file for the component as of last calculation.
Holds the on-order quantity recorded on the stock
file for the component as of last calculation.

BBR

6

STK-RESERVED

K, L, M

Holds the reserved quantity recorded on the stock
file for the component as of last calculation.

BBR

7

STK-FREE

*

Calculation adding the Stock Physical and the OnOrder and subtracting the Reserved quantity to
record the free quantity for the component as of
last calculation.

BBR

8

STK-BOM-ORD

K, L, M

If Bill of Materials in use this is the quantity,
included in the STK-ON-ORDER above that relates to
outstanding works order as of the last calculation.

K, L, M

this

component
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BBR

9

STK-BOM-RES

K, L, M

If BOM in use this is the quantity, included in the
STK-RESERVED above that relates to outstanding
works orders as of the last calculation.

BBR

10

COMPARE-QTY *

Defaulting to a calculation of the physical quantity
(but if negative set to zero). This is the quantity
used when calculating the shortfall for the
requirements report. You may wish to adjust this
calculation to base the shortfall on available stock
(which would be PHYSICAL less RESERVED) or free
stock.

BBR

11

SHORTFALL

K, L, M

Updated with the result of COMPARE-QTY less
REQUIRED-QTY but zeroed if negative (no shortfall)
or if stock item is flagged as non-stock.

BBR

12

ISSUED

?

Flag to show the components
requirement have been fully issued.

BBR

13

ISSUED-QTY

K, L, M

Holds the quantity of the component actually issued
when the component issues generated.

BBR

14

ISSUE-O/S

*

Calculation of required quantity less issued quantity
showing the quantity remaining to be issued or, if
issue actually generated, the quantity unable to be
issued due to insufficient stock.

BBR

15

ISSUE-RESULT

T

Table Item allowing commentary of the result of
any component issues against this build line. Table
range is defined as 1-5 and allows options for:
1 – Full Stock Issued
2 – Built Without Component
3 – Issue Components Later
4 – Issue Reduced Quantity
5 – Negative Qty Allowed

BBR

321 ASSEMBLY-1

X (30)

Holds the assembly code that this component is
used within. Items 322-400 allow the component
to be used within a further 79 assemblies. These
items are only required if build costs for the finished
item are to be calculated based on the components,

from

this
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if omitting cost accumulations according to system
profile settings then these items can be omitted.
BBR

401 ASS-QTY-1

K, L, M

Holds the quantity of the component used within
the first assembly. Items 402-480 allow the
recording of a further 79 assembly quantities. As
with item above these options are only required
where calculating costs for the build of the finished
item.

NB: When restructuring this database to include your own data items please add to items 80-160
(Items 1-79 and 321-480 are reserved for future use)
System Profiles
A new parameter has been added to screen 3 of the Stock parameters to enable the block build
options. To update the profiles select Installation from the main menu and lock out the system
before selecting the System Profiles option and, firstly, the Stock Control application.
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Allow Block Build of Multiple Assemblies – set this option to enable the block build assembly
options. Once set a pop-up parameter screen allows configuration of additional items.

Header Database Pathname – enter the path and filename for the block build header database
(i.e. DATA\???-BBH.DFD where ??? is replaced with the current company id)
Assemblies Database Pathname – enter the path and filename for the block build assemblies
database (i.e. DATA\???-BBA.DFD)
Requirements Database Pathname – enter the path and filename for the block build
requirements database (i.e. DATA\???-BBR.DFD)
Code Format for Reference – enter the code format for the build reference – i.e. 99999 for a sixdigit number, or UUUUUU to allow any combination of letters and numbers.
Prevent Negative Stocks – set to remove the option to allow negative stock when issuing
components with insufficient physical quantity.
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Auto-Expand Block Files – set to record the auto-expansion settings for the block build files.
When set you will be able to define the usual expansion settings of expand by / when less than
and minimum record numbers.
Copy Stock to Block Assemblies – set to enable copy of additional data items from the stock file to
the assemblies file for inclusion on the build reports. When set you will be able to define up to ten
copy items.
Copy Stock to Block Requirements – set to enable copy of additional data items from the stock file
to the requirements file for inclusion in the calculate / issue reports. When set you will be able to
define up to ten copy items.
Omit Assembly Cost Calculations – set to omit calculation of cost prices on assembly build. If set
then the cost price for the build is based on the current cost recorded on the build stock item
rather than an accumulation of cost items.
Default Action if Out-of-Stock – on issue of components this option allows setting of a default
response when a shortfall is detected. Options allowed include:
0
1
2
3
4

No Default (Stop and Ask)
Ignore Component (omits from issue and will not issue later)
Let Quantity Go Negative
Use Reduced Quantity (issues the quantity it can and abandons balance)
Issue Later (skips from issue but will allow to be issued later)

Stop and Ask – if the default action set as 1-4 then the response is automatically accepted without
user confirmation. Setting this option allows the system to default the out-of-stock action but
requires confirmation from the operator.
Application User Facilities
Four reporting options are available for the Block Build processes – the block assembly list, the
requirements list and the issues and build reports. These reports are configured via the
Application User Facilities for Stock Control. To update the report layout select Installation from
the main menu followed by Application Manager and then Application User Facilities before
selecting the Stock Control application and the Assembly Reports option.
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The Block Assembly List is the report available from the PRINT option that lists the assemblies for
the current build reference and reports from the Block Build Assembly (BBA) file.
The Block Requirement List is the report generated from the CALCULATE option (and the REPORT
option) and lists the component requirements for the current build reference, this option reports
from the Block Build Requirements (BBR) database .
The Block Issue Report is the report printed as part of the issue and reports from the BBR
database.
The Block Build Report is the report printed as part of the build and reports from the BBA
database.
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Each report is configured in a similar manner:
Print Control – this sets the report print style for users using the old style print configuration.
Typically you would set these reports to either style 1 which is usually the 80-column configuration
or style 2 which is the 132-column configuration.
Data Items – you can nominate up to ten items from the database for each report. Keep an eye
on the help bubble at the bottom right of the screen which indicates when any special 161+ items
are available.
Options – selecting this button allows the configuration options for the new style print
configuration allowing selection of page size and font settings.
Menu Design
The Block Build of Assemblies option needs to be added as required to the Stock assemblies menu.
To add a new menu option sign-on as the CONFIG user and select Application Menu Design,
choose the menu to update (the main Stock reports menu is STASS.D03) and then select to update
either the left or right-hand menu. Move down to a blank menu entry and enter the title required
then press <Enter> to enter the menu parameters.
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Applic, Program or Notes
Menu Name or Program Path
Parameter

P-Program
ST.EXE
6500

NB: Other options can be set as required.

Job Costing
Extra Input Items on Timesheet Input

Diamond and Premier

A new option has been added to the Job Costing Timesheet Input to allow an additional five input
items to be recorded as required.
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The extra items are user-definable and are set as required, on the example above the extra items
are configured to allow additional note entries.

Note
The extra items apply to the timesheet entry process and, if configured for timesheet
authorisation, recorded on the timesheet transactions created when authorised.
Budget timesheet entry does not support these extra items.

Installation
Database Changes
New items may be required on the job transaction files for this new feature depending on what is
required. To add any new items select Installation from the main menu followed by Application
Manager and then Restructure A Database. Select the Job Costing application and select to
update the Live Files and then select the Job Costs File. The existing data items are then displayed
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on screen, scroll-down to the next available blank entries and create the required items. To insert
a new item press <Enter> against a blank entry, enter the title as required and press <Enter>,
select the item type (using the drop-down list if required), and depending on item type select the
size required.
Once the additional items have been recorded press the <ESC> key and select the UPDATE button
to save the database changes. When prompted respond ‘Y’ to the prompts to ‘Extract Existing
Data to New Database Structure’ and, if appropriate, ‘Copy Table Entries from Old Database to
New Database’. Final prompts ask to ‘Remove (.OLD) Database’ and to ‘Carry Out the Same
Restructure on the BASE File as well’ – respond as required. If you select to update the base file
you need to manually insert the new items at the same data item positions as on the live file.
Application User Facilities
To enable the extra input items a new option has been added to the configuration settings for Job
Costing within the Application User Facilities. To add these new items select Installation from the
main menu followed by Application Manager and then Application User Facilities. Select the Job
Costing application before selecting Enter Job Cost Details – the new parameter has been added
to screen 2 of the configuration options.
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Extra Items on Timesheet Lines – set to enable extra items, a pop-up is then displayed enabling
you to select the required extra items.

Sales / Purchase Order Processing
Prevent Changes to Order Header if Complete

Diamond and Premier

Sales and Purchase Order Processing allow the updating of the order header when the order is
complete; this allows the ability for the update of notes etc. against the order without affecting
value detail. A new feature has been added, following requests, to prevent operators updating
the order header for completed orders.

Note
The <F7-Option> key is available on the message to override and allow update of the
order header for operators with an authority level of 0.
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Installation
Application User Facilities
To enable the ‘Prevent Change’ option a new parameter has been added to the Optional Features
within the Application User Facilities for Sales and Purchase Order Processing. To update select
Installation from the main menu followed by Application Manager and then Application User
Facilities. Select the Sales / Purchase Order Processing application as required and then the
option Enter/Amend Orders before selecting the Advanced Input Facilities and then Optional
Features and moving to the fourth screen of parameters.

Prevent changes to header once complete – set to prevent operators from updating the order
header for a completed sales/purchase order.

Default Stock Location
Within Stock Control the system applies a default stock location, with an option to change, which
is then remembered in continuous use through the main system. If the user selects Sales or
Purchase Order Processing as their first action after sign-on then this default location wasn’t
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applied leaving it for the operator to select the location to use. A new facility is now available to
allow this option of first selection of a Sales or Purchase Order Processing action.

Installation
System Profiles
A new option has been added to the Sales and Purchase Order System Profiles to prompt for the
default location on selection of an application option. To update the profiles select Installation
from the main menu and lock out the system before selecting the System Profiles option and,
firstly, the required Order Processing application.
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If Multi-Location then default to same Location as Stock – set to enable the system to confirm
default location on first selection of an action within the Order Processing application.

Order Entry – Column 1/2 Inputs as ViewOnly

Diamond and Premier

When entering order details using the fast input or detail pick entry modes then any extra nonstandard detail is added at the end of the detail entry. The Column 1/2 input options allow the
facility to input data after entry of stock/description but before the remainder of the detail entry.
This is of particular use when the quantity or price values entered are determined by these extra
items. This new facility allows you to set these items as view-only so the operator can view the
data (to make a decision based on the data) but cannot amend the data.
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Installation
Application User Facilities
To enable the ‘View-Only’ option a new parameter has been added to the Fast Input Features
within the Application User Facilities for Sales and Purchase Order Processing. To update select
Installation from the main menu followed by Application Manager and then Application User
Facilities. Select the Sales / Purchase Order Processing application as required and then the
option Enter/Amend Orders before selecting the Advanced Input Facilities and then Fast Input
Features.
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Against both the Column-1 and Column-2 flags a new option has been added so that the extra
item is displayed but cannot be amended.

Order Entry – Alternative Title for
Price/Cost

Diamond and Premier

When entering order details using the fast input or detail pick entry modes the sale price (SOP) or
cost price (POP) is shown with a column heading of Price or Cost respectively. This new facility
allows you to define an alternate text label for use as the column heading.
Application User Facilities
To set the alternate title a new parameter has been added to the Fast Input Features within the
Application User Facilities for Sales and Purchase Order Processing. To update select Installation
from the main menu followed by Application Manager and then Application User Facilities.
Select the Sales / Purchase Order Processing application as required and then the option
Enter/Amend Orders before selecting the Advanced Input Facilities and then Fast Input Features.
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Alt-Title – enter the alternate title for display.

Additional Options for Deposit Processing

Diamond and Premier

Three new features have been added to the Deposit Processing functionality within Sales Order
Processing when configured for part processing of deposits. The system will now prevent the
completion / deletion of orders with outstanding deposit lines, there are additional options to
allow operator control of returning unused deposits when order is otherwise complete, plus
options to ‘suspend’ the outstanding deposit posting it to a holding nominal account.

Completion / Deletion of Orders
Changes have been made to prevent the deletion or completion of a sales order where an
outstanding deposit is recorded against the order.
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When you select the order and select to update status to C / D the system will check if the order
has any outstanding deposit and warn accordingly – preventing the change.

Refund Unused Deposit
When processing an invoice for an order and all goods line will be completed if there is an unused
deposit (greater than the write-off threshold) the system will now optionally prompt to refund
rather than automatically go into the refund process.
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If you wish to proceed with the deposit respond ‘Yes’ otherwise respond ‘No’ to leave the deposit
unused on the order – the order will remain active allowing more details to be added. If you need
to refund the customer later you can optionally add a refund through order entry or process an
‘invoice’ for this order – if only deposit lines are processed the system will prompt for the refund
amount as normal.

Suspend Deposit
If an unused deposit remains on the account for some time then you may elect to park or write-off
the unused deposit rather than refund the customer. A new option has been added which creates
a credit and payment on the customer account (which cancel each other out) and (in effect) on
update to nominal journals the unused deposit out of your deposit holding account into a deposit
suspension account.
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Selecting this new option prompts for the order reference and then displays the unused deposit
available on this order and asks if OK to suspend. If you respond No you are prompted for another
order, if you respond Yes then the system creates a suspend deposit line on the order and then
links to print the ‘invoice’ document that acts as the deposit cancellation.

Sales Update
The ‘invoice’ processes the unused deposit and creates a credit transaction on the
customer account with the deposit holding account as its nominal analysis. The system
also posts a cancelling payment adjustment to the customer account with the deposit
suspension account as the nominal analysis. These are automatically allocated to each
other.

A ‘Deposit Suspended’ detail entry is created – this is marked as deleted so that isn’t included
within the accumulated header order values but can be viewed as a marker to show that the
deposit balance has been ‘written off’.
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Installation
Database Changes
Two new items are required on the Sales Order header file for this new feature. To add this new
item select Installation from the main menu followed by Application Manager and then
Restructure A Database. Select the Sales Order Processing application. Elect to update the Live
Files and then select the Sales Order Header File. The existing data items are then displayed on
screen, scroll-down to the next available blank entries and create the following items:
Item

Type

Description

SUSPEND-VAL
PAY-TOT*

K/L
*

Holds the value of the suspended deposit
Calculation of Payment Total (existing field) less the SUSPENDVAL item.

To insert a new item press <Enter> against a blank entry, enter the title as required and press
<Enter>, select the item type (using the drop-down list if required), and depending on item type
select the size required.
Once the additional items have been recorded press the <ESC> key and select the UPDATE button
to save the database changes. When prompted respond ‘Y’ to the prompts to ‘Extract Existing
Data to New Database Structure’ and, if appropriate, ‘Copy Table Entries from Old Database to
New Database’. Final prompts ask to ‘Remove (.OLD) Database’ and to ‘Carry Out the Same
Restructure on the BASE File as well’ – respond as required. If you select to update the base file
you need to manually insert the new items at the same data item positions as on the live file.
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Application User Facilities
New options have been added to the Deposit Processing parameters within the SOP Application
User Facilities. To update select Installation from the main menu followed by Application
Manager, Application User Facilities, Sales Order Processing, Enter/Amend Orders, Advanced
Input Facilities and Optional Features. Parameter screen 3 asks parameter for ‘Allow Deposit
Processing’ – confirming this option gives you a pop-up for the deposit options.

New options have added for:
Stock Code for “Suspend Deposit” – asks for the stock code to use for ‘memo’ line that shows the
deposit has been suspended. This stock item needs to be created on the stock record as a ‘nonstock’ item.
Bank Account for Payment Adjustment – asks for the nominated bank/balance sheet account that
is updated on to the payment adjustment transaction created for the deposit suspension.
Document to use for Suspend – Type / Doc No – reference the invoice document type (I), and the
document number, that will be used to process the unused deposit and generate the
credit/payment adjustment for the suspension.
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Ask if OK to Refund Unused Deposit on Completed Order – set to ‘Yes’ to prompt the operator if,
on final invoice when all goods lines have been processed, any unused deposit is to be refunded.
If left blank system automatically enters the refund procedure.
Item for Total Suspend Deposit Value on SOH – reference the data item on SOH that holds the
accumulated suspended deposit value for the order.
Document Design Manager
The ‘Deposit Suspension’ invoice is a standard invoice layout (no payment analysis items required)
with selection criteria on the order detail file so that only processes the ‘Less Deposit’ lines (ZZ2 on
the above screen shot) and the ‘Deposit Suspend’ (ZZ6) lines.

Changes may also be required to documents that display the ‘Payment Total’ item (typically order
acknowledgements that show the full order with a ‘Less Previous Deposits’ value) to replace with
the new calculated item for Payment Total less Suspended Deposits.
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Menu Design
The Suspend Deposit option needs to be added as required to the Sales Order menu. To add a
new menu option sign-on as the CONFIG user and select Application Menu Design, choose the
menu to update (the main Sales Order reports menu is SP.D03) and then select to update either
the left or right-hand menu. Move down to a blank menu entry and enter the title required then
press <Enter> to enter the menu parameters.

Applic, Program or Notes
Menu Name or Program Path
Parameter

P-Program
SP.EXE
1054

Bill of Materials
Order Entry - Abandon Immediate Issue if
Insufficient Stock

Diamond and Premier

Introduced in Release 6.5 the ‘Immediate Issue’ option allows for component entries of a works
order to be optionally issued from stock during works order entry or to issue components
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separately from the build during document processing. If selected to issue during order entry, and
insufficient stock was available, the system offered options to nominate an alternate stock item,
to omit the component completely or to issue the component and allow stock to go ‘negative’.
This new feature, if enabled, replaces the Negative option with a Abandon option which allows the
works order to be created but disables the immediate issue flag so that stock is not issued for the
components.

Note - as the stock is issued as each works order line is created then if the ‘Abandon’ option is
selected on a shortfall the system, behind-the-scenes, continues to add the remaining lines
without issuing stock before creating negative issues for the stock lines processed before the
abandon option was selected.
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Document Processing
To enable a similar facility within the document – whether issuing components only or
building the assembly – existing parameters allow setting of an equivalent option to
abandon the issue if insufficient stock is available.
On parameter screen 16 of the document parameters are options to ‘Only Allow Qty if
Physically Available’ and ‘If Physical Check – Prompt Abandon Build’ – setting both
these options enables the facility to abandon the issue process.

Installation
Database Changes
One new item is required on the Works Order detail file for this new feature. To add this new item
select Installation from the main menu followed by Application Manager and then Restructure A
Database. Select the Bill of Materials application. Elect to update the Live Files and then select the
Works Order Detail File. The existing data items are then displayed on screen, scroll-down to the
next available blank entries and create the following items:
Item

Type

Description

IMMED-ISSUE

?

Flag item to identify whether the works order detail has been
immediately issued.

To insert a new item press <Enter> against a blank entry, enter the title as required and press
<Enter>, select the item type (using the drop-down list if required), and depending on item type
select the size required.
Once the additional items have been recorded press the <ESC> key and select the UPDATE button
to save the database changes. When prompted respond ‘Y’ to the prompts to ‘Extract Existing
Data to New Database Structure’ and, if appropriate, ‘Copy Table Entries from Old Database to
New Database’. Final prompts ask to ‘Remove (.OLD) Database’ and to ‘Carry Out the Same
Restructure on the BASE File as well’ – respond as required. If you select to update the base file
you need to manually insert the new items at the same data item positions as on the live file.
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Database Profiles
The new data item needs to be referenced within the Database Profiles. To update these settings
select Installation from the main menu followed by Application Manager and Set Database
Profiles. Choose the Bill of Materials application as required before selecting the Detail Optional
1 parameter screen.

On the left of the screen is the prompt Immediate Issue – against this item reference the data
item number of the equivalent item created above, <F4-Select> is available if required.

Order Entry - Separate Reserved & On-Order
Updating Flags

Diamond and Premier

During works order entry the system controls whether component items are reserved and
whether assembled items (the finished item and any sub-assembly components) are placed onorder based on the same control flag. This flag is set by default within the system profiles but can
also be amended on screen.
This new feature allows a separate flag which, if configured, will allow the operator to control
individually whether the stock records are updated on a reserved and/or on-order basis.
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If configured, when adding the work order the operator can control individually whether
component items are reserved and whether the finished item / sub-assembly builds are placed onorder. If separate flag items are configured but are not displayed on the order entry screen the
system will apply the defaults from the system profiles.

Installation
Database Changes
One new item is required on the Works Order header file for this new feature. To add this new
item select Installation from the main menu followed by Application Manager and then
Restructure A Database. Select the Bill of Materials application. Elect to update the Live Files and
then select the Works Order Header File. The existing data items are then displayed on screen,
scroll-down to the next available blank entries and create the following items:
Item

Type

Description

ON-ORDER

?

Flag item to identify whether Bill of Materials will update onorder stock for assembly items.
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To insert a new item press <Enter> against a blank entry, enter the title as required and press
<Enter>, select the item type (using the drop-down list if required), and depending on item type
select the size required.
Once the additional items have been recorded press the <ESC> key and select the UPDATE button
to save the database changes. When prompted respond ‘Y’ to the prompts to ‘Extract Existing
Data to New Database Structure’ and, if appropriate, ‘Copy Table Entries from Old Database to
New Database’. Final prompts ask to ‘Remove (.OLD) Database’ and to ‘Carry Out the Same
Restructure on the BASE File as well’ – respond as required. If you select to update the base file
you need to manually insert the new items at the same data item positions as on the live file.
Database Profiles
The new data item needs to be referenced within the Database Profiles. To update these settings
select Installation from the main menu followed by Application Manager and Set Database
Profiles. Choose the Bill of Materials application as required before selecting the Header
Optional 1 parameter screen.
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On the left of the screen is the prompt Upd On-Order Stock – against this item reference the data
item number of the equivalent item created above, <F4-Select> is available if required.

Note
Once the item is referenced within the Database Profiles then the system will refer to
the on-order flag item to control whether on-order is to be or has been updated. You
must use Datafiler Global Updates to set the on-order flag to ‘Y’ for any existing works
orders where the reserved flag is currently ‘Y’.

Application Screen Layouts
The Works Order entry screens optionally need to be updated to input the on-order flag. To
update the screen layout(s) users can sign on as the SYSTEM user-id (or if Premier any user with
Installer rights) and right-click on the Enter Works Orders menu option before selecting the Enter
New Order Header Screen. Alternatively users can select the Installation option from the main
menu followed by Application Manager and then Application User Facilities. Select the Bill of
Materials application before selecting Enter/Amend Orders and then Enter New Order Header
Screen.
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To insert the flag you’ll first need to add a text label of ‘Update On-Order for Assemblies’ (or
similar), to do this use the mouse to position the cursor where required and then type the
required text. To insert the data items position the cursor where required and press the <F4Select> key and choose the data item required. Set whether items are view-only, mandatory or
require uppercase input as required.
Once complete choose File and then Save & Exit. Before exiting completely review the Update
Order Header Screen option, if this is set to use the same screen as Add then changes are
complete, if not then you will need to duplicate the above change(s) as required.
System Profiles
The final change is to update the Bill of Materials System Profiles to, if required, default the onorder flag to ‘Y’ for new works orders. To update the profiles select Installation from the main
menu followed by Application Manager and System Profiles. Select the Bill of Materials
application and the new options are available on the first parameter screen.
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Update BOM reserved for Works Orders
Update BOM on-order for Works Orders
Once the new On-Order flag is referenced within the Database Profiles the System Profiles are
updated to display two separate parameters for updating reserved and on-order stock. These
parameters control the default status of the reserved and on-order flags applied when new orders
are created.

Batch Updates
Apply Default Nominal Code to Payment Transactions
When importing sales / purchase transactions the system allows the setting of a default nominal
code to be applied to imported transactions. However, this default nominal code was only applied
to the invoice / credit analysis lines and was not updated to any payment or payment adjustment
transactions.
A new parameter has been added to allow the default nominal code to also be applied to these
transactions. To apply the default nominal code to payments select Installation Details from the
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main sales/purchase batch update menu before selecting the appropriate batch update definition
and then select Optional Features. The second screen of parameters includes the new option.

Apply to Type 2/5 – set to apply the set default nominal code to payment (type 2) and payment
adjustment (type 5) transactions. If not set the default will not be applied. If bringing in
transactions with a mixture of types it would be recommended to include the nominal code in the
input file as the default nominal code is unlikely to be appropriate for both invoices and payments.

Include Import Totals on Update Commentary
When importing transactions via the Batch Update accessories the system allows a report to be
created listing the transactions processed and then provides a summary screen for the totals
imported. This update includes an option to include these totals within the update report.
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Installation
Report Specification
Within the Report Specification for the Batch Update accessories a new configuration option has
been added to include report totals. To update the configuration select the Installation Details
menu option within the Batch Update menu, select the appropriate update definition, before
selecting the Report Specification parameter screen.
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Report Totals – this new prompt allows configuration of the import total options. Options allowed
include:
0 Ask to print screen when display import totals (as now)
1 Include Totals in printed report
2 Never Ask to print totals
Note that if select options 1/2 the system will still display screen of the import totals but will not
offer to allow print of these totals.

Point of Sale
Store Order for Later Recall

Diamond and Premier

During Account / Cash Order entry there maybe occasions where you have to leave an order and
process an order for another customer – perhaps the original customer has gone back to pick
more items or there is a payment issue. When exiting from the point-of-sale process with the
<ESC> key you are prompted if you wish to cancel the order – if respond ‘Yes’ then the order is
deleted. If the operator responds ‘No’ the order is left active on the system and you then need to
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use the base Sales Order Processing to complete processing later. This new feature enables a
‘Recall Stored Order’ facility within the Point of Sales accessory.
During Point of Sale order entry a new STORE option is available on the stock code input via the
<F10-Store> key during order line entry and is also available as an option from the detail bar
menu. Selecting this option offers:

Selecting the STORE ORDER option updates the order status as Held and exits from the order
entry.
In addition if <ESC> out of the cash/account sale entry the system will prompt if you wish to
CANCEL the order or STORE the order – selecting CANCEL deletes the order and selecting STORE,
as above, will update the order status to Held and exits from the sale entry.
With the ‘Store Order’ option enabled the system offers ‘Recall Stored Order’ as one of the
options on the Account / Cash Sale entry options.
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Selecting the ‘Recalled Stored Order’ option prompts the operator for the order reference to
recall. <F4-Select> is available and will list only the account/cash sales stored for recall earlier.
Selecting an order re-activates the sale and takes you into the detail entry ready to enter further
lines, amend any earlier entries or to finish the order and proceed to the payment stage.

Installation
Database Changes
One new item is required on the Sales Order Header file for this new feature. To add this new
item select Installation from the main menu followed by Application Manager and then
Restructure A Database. Select the Sales Order Processing application. Elect to update the Live
Files and then select the Sales Order Header File. The existing data items are then displayed on
screen, scroll-down to the next available blank entries and create the following items:
Item

Type

Description

POS-STORED

?

Flag item to identify whether the sales order has been saved for
future recall within the Point-of-Sale accessory.
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To insert a new item press <Enter> against a blank entry, enter the title as required and press
<Enter>, select the item type (using the drop-down list if required), and depending on item type
select the size required.
Once the additional items have been recorded press the <ESC> key and select the UPDATE button
to save the database changes. When prompted respond ‘Y’ to the prompts to ‘Extract Existing
Data to New Database Structure’ and, if appropriate, ‘Copy Table Entries from Old Database to
New Database’. Final prompts ask to ‘Remove (.OLD) Database’ and to ‘Carry Out the Same
Restructure on the BASE File as well’ – respond as required. If you select to update the base file
you need to manually insert the new items at the same data item positions as on the live file.
Database Profiles
The new data item needs to be referenced within the Database Profiles. To update these settings
select Installation from the main menu followed by Application Manager and Set Database
Profiles. Choose the Sales Order Processing application before selecting the Header Optional 2
parameter screen.
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On the left of the screen is the prompt POS Stored Order – against this item reference the data
item number of the item created above, <F4-Select> is available if required.
Application User Facilities
To enable the ‘Store Order’ option a new parameter has been added to the Point-of-Sale options
within the Application User Facilities for Sales Order Processing. To update select Installation
from the main menu followed by Application Manager and then Application User Facilities.
Select the Sales Order Processing application and then the option Enter/Amend Orders before
selecting the Point of Sales features and moving to the second screen of parameters.

Allow orders to be stored for future recall – select to enable the ‘Store Orders’ facility.
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Chapter 3
System Features
Ledger Enquiry
Filter Records on Enquiry Search

Diamond and Premier

During Sales Ledger processing the system hides accounts flagged as prospects from selection.
Similarly Sales and Purchase Order Processing allow the facility to ‘hide’ selected items on the
stock file from selection during order entry, this can be used to prevent selection of items that are
no longer sold or are no longer available from the supplier.
A new feature now adds a similar facility to the Ledger Enquiry and is available for all of the
enquiry applications. When selecting a record to enquire within the Ledger Enquiry via F4-Select
you now have the facility to hide, for example, prospect accounts on the sales enquiry, deleted
orders on the sales and purchase order enquiry or ‘dead’ stock records on the stock enquiry.
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On the above enquiry any account record flagged as a prospect is excluded from the F4 search
results within the sales enquiry.
Depending on configuration of the filter options by selecting
the OPTIONS button at the bottom right of the search
screen, or by pressing the <F7-Option> key, the facility is
available to view all records that match the search results.
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Note that operators can manually enter a reference for a filtered record where this is known and
the record will be displayed. Filtered records though will not be updated to the enquiry history
panel.

Installation
Ledger Enquiry Manager
This new feature is enabled via the Enquires Configuration options within the Ledger Enquiry
Manager. To set a ledger enquiry filter select Installation from the main menu followed by Ledger
Enquiry Manager and then Enquiries Configuration. Select the application required before
selecting the new option to Ignore Records on F4 Lookup.
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Ignore Records on F4 Lookup – set to allow the option to filter records from the F4 search results
for this application enquiry.
Item to Test – select the data item on the main application enquiry database to perform the filter
check against.
Test Equal or Not Equal – set whether the filter test is to be applied on an equal (E) or not-equal
(N) basis.
Value to Test against – enter the match value to test. Any enquiry record where the set condition
is true will be hidden from the F4 search results.
Allow Option to View All – set to allow the use of the <F7-Option> key within the F4 search results
to view the hidden records.

Additional Options for History / Analysis
Enquiries

Premier only

The Sales/Purchase and Sales/Purchase Order Ledger Enquiry facility allows the option to link to
additional databases for enquiry. These are databases which, in the case of the sales/purchase
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account enquiry, contain the account code as one of the items on the record – this could be one of
your own databases maintained via ProFiler or perhaps another application database such as the
invoice costing/generator files or the allocation log file or indeed a different Order Processing set up from another company. Two new options have been added to this facility in Release 6.6
Firstly the system allows you to define up to three items which a filter/search setting can be
applied and secondly an ‘auto-fit’ option is available to compress the data displayed to remove the
horizontal scrollbar.

Installation
Ledger Enquiry Manager
New parameters for the filter and auto-fit options are available within the Ledger Enquiry
Manager. To update the parameters select Installation from the main menu followed by Ledger
Enquiry Manager and Enquiries Configuration. Select the application required that allows the
History / Detail database option – Sales Ledger, Purchase Ledger, Sales Order Processing and
Purchase Order Processing all support this facility – and then select Transaction/Detail Enquiries,
confirm the enquiry authority levels and then select the History/Detail database required.
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After confirming the link parameters the system asks for the items to list and the new options are
available here.

Filter – against each of the list items a tick option is available to set this item as a filter. If you
select a date or value item then the system will offer the filter entries as a range of values
otherwise you can enter the text to search. Up to three items can be set for the filter.
Autofit Width – set to compress display of columns so that transaction grid is displayed without a
horizontal scroll bar. Note that system keeps same font size so full text of data items may not
display depending on content.
Focus on Grid – if set then system will display all records on selection and the operator can
optionally enter filters otherwise the system will default to enter criteria for first filter before
displaying records when operator applies the filter.

Analysis Databases for History / Details
Enquiry Options

Premier only

The Sales/Purchase and Sales/Purchase Order Ledger Enquiry facility allows the option to link to a
History and Detail database. These are databases which, in the case of the sales/purchase account
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enquiry, contain the account code as one of the items on the record – this could be one of your
own databases maintained via ProFiler or perhaps another application database such as the
invoice costing/generator files or the allocation log file or indeed a different Order Processing setup from another company.
Occasionally the history / detail database may be a ‘Master’ database and have analysis details of
its own (for example if linking to the Sales Order Header in a different company then each order
header will have its own details). From Release 6.6 the History and Details enquiry options can be
configured to display these analysis records.

By default where an analysis database is configured the system will split the usual transaction
display in half although you can display in a separate grid. When displayed as a split grid the lefthand display will show records from the main history/detail database and the right-hand display
will show records from the analysis database.
As you scroll up/down the main database the appropriate detail records will be displayed.
Selecting an entry from the right-hand display allows you to scroll up/down the details list,
selecting full-screen enquiry as required.
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Installation
Ledger Enquiry Manager
New parameters for the analysis database are available within the Ledger Enquiry Manager. To
update the parameters select Installation from the main menu followed by Ledger Enquiry
Manager and Enquiries Configuration. Select the application required that allows the History /
Detail database option – Sales Ledger, Purchase Ledger, Sales Order Processing and Purchase
Order Processing all support this facility – and then select Transaction/Detail Enquiries, confirm
the enquiry authority levels and then select the History/Detail database required. After
confirming the standard header display items and full screen enquiry display a new parameter
screen is available to configure display of analysis database.

Link Detail File to Analysis File – set to enable analysis file display against the history/detail file.
Pathname of Analysis File – enter pathname for the analysis file.
Detail File Item for Analysis Lookup – reference the prime-index of the history/detail file (this is
used as the linking item between the history/detail file and the analysis file)
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Analysis File Item for Lookup – reference the item on the analysis file that holds the index
reference for the master file. Please note this item must be defined as a secondary index within
the database.
Display Analysis Items on Separate Grid – by default the system splits the history/analysis display
into left and right grids, setting this option displays the history and analysis records on separate
grids to full screen width (similar to how sales orders are displayed on the sales enquiry).
After confirming the initial parameters the system displays the options asks you to configure the
analysis items to be displayed.

LIFO Sequence – set whether the analysis records are to be displayed in LIFO order.
List Items – select up to eight items from the analysis database to be displayed.
Autofit Width – set when the system is to compress display items so that all items display on
screen without scroll bars. Note that system keeps same font size so full text of data items may
not display depending on content.
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After confirming analysis details to be listed the option is available to configure a ‘full-screen’
enquiry display for the analysis record. Select if required.

On initial configuration the enquiry screen will be blank. You design the screen as per the
standard design parameters.
To add text to the screen, you use the mouse or arrow keys to position the cursor at the start of
where you wish to enter your text, and type in the required label(s). To clear any text, use the
space bar.
To add a data item to the screen, you use the mouse or arrow keys to position the cursor at the
start of where you wish the item to display and then either ‘right-click’ with the mouse or press
<F4-Select>. The list of available data items are displayed for you to select. To delete a data item
from the screen, use the mouse to click the item and then hit the <DELETE> key.
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To draw borders around the screen choose the option ‘Border’ on the Tools pull-down at the top
of the screen.
To draw a line on the screen select the option ‘Line Mode’ on the Tools pull-down, and then use
the mouse to click the start position of the line, and then drag the line (horizontally or vertically) to
the end position of the line. To delete a line use the mouse to select the line, (it will turn blue
when selected), and then hit the <DELETE> key. Once the line(s) has been drawn, to switch back
to text mode, use the option on the Tools pull-down.
Once complete choose the File pull-down option ‘Save & Exit’.

Additional Display Options for Nominal /
Cashbook Enquiry

Diamond and Premier

The Ledger Enquiry facilities for the Sales, Purchase, Stock and Job enquiries allow options to set
the transaction grid to display the different transaction types in separate colours, whilst the Sales,
Purchase and Works Order enquiries allowed the transaction grid to display in different colours
based on the order status.
New in Release 6.6 is the facility to set different colours on the Nominal and Cashbook enquiries
based on the source of the transaction – i.e. different colours for Cashbook Receipts, Cashbook
Payments, Journals, Sales Updates, etc.
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Installation
Ledger Enquiry Manager
To set colours for the Nominal/Cashbook Ledger Enquiry new options have been added within the
Ledger Enquiry Manager. To update the display settings select Installation from the main menu
followed by Ledger Enquiry Manager and Enquiries Configuration. Select the Nominal or
Cashbook application (the same colour display settings are applied to both enquiries) and then
select Transaction / Detail Enquiries. Whilst confirming the authority level for the transaction
enquiry a SETTINGS button is active to set the colour scheme.
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To change the display colour set the ‘Change Colour’ entry against the required source type and
the system will display a colour chart for you to select the display colour. Select the required
colour from the ‘basic’ settings and then select the OK option. Once all colours set as required
select OK and then SAVE.

Group Account Sales Enquiry

Diamond and Premier

Sales Ledger options allow you to mark an account as being part of a group but still treat the
account as an individual account for the purpose of processing, reporting and enquiry.
This new feature allows you to configure one of the Extra Application Enquiry tools within the
Ledger Enquiry as a Group Enquiry. This enquiry allows only selection of the main group account
but showing the transactions, invoice documents and sales orders for all accounts within the
group.
The system filters the accounts list so that only the main group accounts are displayed (account
equals group account). Selecting the account displays the main account detail and, optionally, will
include accumulated values from the group as a whole.
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When the account is displayed the standard sales enquiry options of Transactions, Invoices, Aged
Analysis and Sales Orders are available. Selecting any of these options lists the appropriate details
for the group as a whole.
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The Transactions and Sales Order items listed are configurable within the application configuration
whilst the Analysis / Sales Order Detail and the full screen enquiries for all transaction options are
shared with that of the Sales enquiry. The Invoices list is also the same detail as the sales enquiry
but also includes the account code the invoice was created against.
On the main enquiry screen the CRM, Utilities and Alternate Panel settings (when showing notes /
emails) display only the details for the main account. The options available within the Actions list
are configurable separately from the sales enquiry.

Installation
Ledger Enquiry Manager
Configuration options for the Group enquiry are set within the Ledger Enquiry Manager. To
update the enquiry configuration select Installation from the main menu followed by the Ledger
Enquiry Manager. The first change is to enable the Extra Application within the Applications
Allowed option.
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To enable Extra Application set to ‘Allow’ the appropriate extra enquiry and set the authority level
for the enquiry (9 is the lowest, 0 is the highest)
To configure the application select the option Enquiries Configuration, select the required Extra
Application and then will have the list of enquiry facilities.
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Application Profile – selecting this option allows you to define the main enquiry settings.

Menu Title – enter the title to be displayed as the title for the Group Sales Enquiry.
Application ID – set to SL to use as the Group Enquiry. When confirmed a pop-up is displayed with
additional parameters.

Overwrite Configuration with standard SL application – on first defining the application select this
option to copy the base configuration settings (main screen designs etc.) from the sales enquiry
(they can be amended separately later)
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Configure as a Group Account Enquiry – set to enable use of the sales transaction enquiry
facilities for the group.

Items to Accumulate – nominate up to ten value items to accumulate from the group members. If
these items are included on the main enquiry screen then the value displayed will represent the
total for the group as a whole rather than the individual account.
Detail Pick Limit – this option overrides the pick list limit defined within General Multi Options.
Recommend that this is set around the 100 mark so that builds initial lists relatively quickly and
can then move down the remaining list as required.
Trans Items to List – select up to fifteen items to be displayed from the sales transaction file.
Order Items to List – select up to fifteen items to be displayed from the sales order header file.
After confirming these you are returned to the main application configuration screen.
F4-Select Items – select up to ten items to be listed from the group account records when press
F4-Select.
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F4-LIFO – select if records are to be listed in LIFO order (otherwise FIFO)
History Item – nominate the item to be displayed with the account in the history panel on the
Group enquiry (usually Name)

The remaining options in the Enquiry configuration options are as per the other applications –
allowing screen design, file scans etc. Where appropriate these are copied from the sales enquiry
configuration when initially set the ‘Overwrite Configuration’ prompt above but are then
maintained separately. One further aspect needs configuring, however, the option for ‘Ignore
Records on F4 Lookup’
Ignore Records on F4-Lookup – this option filters the search results on F4-Select and will be
looking to set to ignore records where the account code is not equal to the group account code.

Ignore Records on F4 Lookup – set to apply this facility.
Item to Test – select the main Account Code item
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Test Equal or Not-Equal – select Not Equal as the filter method.
Value to Test Against – enter ‘!nnn’ replacing nnn with the data item number to be validated
against – in the case of the group account this is usually 052.
Allow Option to View All – leave this option unset.
Database Changes
Changes are required to the Sales Accounts and Sales Transaction files to ensure that the Group
Account Code item is, if not already, set as a secondary index. In addition a new item to record
the Group Account is required on the Sales Order Header file and this must also be a secondary
index.
One new item is required on the Sales Order header file for this new feature. To add this new
item select Installation from the main menu followed by Application Manager and then
Restructure A Database. Select the Sales Order Processing application. Elect to update the Live
Files and then select the Sales Order Header File. The existing data items are then displayed on
screen, scroll-down to the next available blank entries and create the following items:
Item

Type

Description

GRP-ACCOUNT

X (10)

Item to identify the group account that the order is recorded
for.

To insert a new item press <Enter> against a blank entry, enter the title as required and press
<Enter>, select the item type (using the drop-down list if required), and depending on item type
select the size required.
To mark the item as a secondary index press <F4-Select> and choose to Create Secondary Index
1/2. If both indexes currently in use remove one of the indexes and re-reference as the group
account – the removed item can be set as an Extra Selection Item within the Advanced Features.
Once the additional items have been recorded press the <ESC> key and select the UPDATE button
to save the database changes. When prompted respond ‘Y’ to the prompts to ‘Extract Existing
Data to New Database Structure’ and, if appropriate, ‘Copy Table Entries from Old Database to
New Database’. Final prompts ask to ‘Remove (.OLD) Database’ and to ‘Carry Out the Same
Restructure on the BASE File as well’ – respond as required. If you select to update the base file
you need to manually insert the new items at the same data item positions as on the live file.
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Database Profiles
The new data item for the Group Account needs to be referenced within the Database Profiles. To
update these settings select Installation from the main menu followed by Application Manager
and Set Database Profiles. Choose the Sales Order Processing application as required before
selecting the Header Optional 4 parameter screen.

On the left of the screen is the prompt Grp-Add Account – against this item reference the data
item number of the equivalent item created above, <F4-Select> is available if required.
You also need to define a copy item from the Sales Account to the Sales Order Header to populate
the group account item for new orders – copying from GRP-ADD-XREF on the Sales Accounts file to
the new item on the Sales Order Header file.

Copy to Clipboard – Use <TAB> Delimiter
When using the Ledger Enquiry the option is available within the Utilities panel to copy selected
items to the Clipboard for pasting into other applications – this is typically used to copy name and
address detail for posting into Word etc. When copying the system uses a CR/LF character as the
delimiter between the selected items so that each entry is pasted on separate lines, occasionally,
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when pasting to Excel for example, you may which to paste across the page. This new feature
allows for the system to optionally use <TAB> delimiters to separate the data facilitating pasting
into Excel.

A tick box is available at the end of the clipboard list asking if you wish to use <TAB> delimiters –
select as required. The setting is remembered within the action but will revert to default setting
on exit from Ledger Enquiry or on swap to another application within the enquiry.

Installation
Database Changes
The option to select to use <TAB> delimiters is available immediately on program update but to
set to use <TAB> delimiters by default requires a change in the INI file associated with each
database – this INI file can be updated via the database restructure tools.
To restructure the database Diamond and Premier users can select Installation from the main
menu followed by Application Manager and then Restructure A Database. Select the required
application. Elect to update the Live Files and then select the main application database.
Professional users can restructure the database by accessing the Database Systems menu option
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followed by Datafile Database Utilities, Create/Amend Database Structures and Restructure A
Database before entering the filename to change. The existing data items are then displayed on
screen but press <F4-Select> to access the advanced features and choose the Database INI settings
and then within the INI settings select the COPY option to define the clipboard copy items and set
the default delimiter.

Once set click the OK button to accept the clipboard settings and click SAVE to accept the INI
changes and you are returned to the data item list. At this point press <ESC> and choose UPDATE.

General System and Database Tools
Salesperson Access Filter for Sales Accounts
and Sales Orders

Diamond and Premier

This new feature, applying to options in Sales Ledger and Sales Order Processing and their
respective Ledger Enquiry tools, allows you to restrict access to accounts and orders where a
salesperson analysis item matches the code referenced against the operators user-id.
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User ID Maintenance
When amending the user parameters within the MASTER sign on a new option has been added to
link the user to a Salesperson analysis code.

Salesperson Code – enter reference from 1-9999 to restrict access to sales accounts and sales
orders to those records with a matching reference. Leave as 0 for unrestricted access.
Sales Ledger
Within the Sales Ledger changes have been made to the primary maintenance and reporting tools
to restrict access to the accounts and transactions to those with a matching reference subject to
standard security settings. Where <F4-Select> is available to select an account then only those
accounts with a matching reference are restricted, in addition changes have been made to:




Account Maintenance – all users can add an account and set salesperson reference. Users
can only update, view, delete, etc., accounts where the salesperson reference on the user id
matches that of the account.
Sales Transactions / Allocations – users can only enter transactions or perform allocation
options were the salesperson reference matches that recorded on the account.
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Credit Control Manager – the list of accounts displayed is restricted to those with matching
reference.
Statements – user can only print statements for accounts with a matching salesperson
reference.
Enquire Account Details – user can only enquire on accounts with matching salesperson
reference.
Reports – user can run any report but system restricts the account reports (account listing,
account status, etc.) to those accounts with matching salesperson reference and restricts
transaction reports to those transactions with matching reference. Where a report details
account and transaction detail (aged debtors, ledger control summary) then the system
restricts based on the account reference matching the salesperson. Note that the Additional
Reporting option lists Report Generator actions which do not apply the salesperson filter.
Account and Transaction Pick Lists – user can run any pick list but restricts the accounts and
transactions listed to those with matching references.
Sales Account Ledger Enquiry – restricts access to accounts based on matching salesperson
reference. Note that no further restriction is placed on access to transactions / sales orders
etc. from that account – if have access to the account have full access to the enquiry tools
off this (subject to other security settings).

Period End
Period End procedures need to process all accounts. Whilst the reporting options will
restrict access based on matching references, the nominal update and period end tools
will process all accounts. However, these options should really only be run by those
users with unrestricted salesperson access.

Sales Order Processing
Changes have been made to the order entry and the general document and reporting tools to
restrict access to orders with matching salesperson reference where set. As with the Sales Ledger
the <F4-Select> process for selecting an account or order will only show and allow selection of
those accounts/orders with matching reference. In addition changes have been made to:




Order Entry – when adding sales orders the system filters the accounts available on the
matching reference. Once the order is added then the Update, View, Details options restrict
access to those orders with a matching salesperson analysis.
Document Processing – when processing manual acknowledgement, delivery and invoice
documents the system will only allow selection of orders with matching salesperson
reference. Where automatic orders are concerned the system will also process only those
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orders with matching reference and report that some orders not processed as not
‘authorised’.
Reports – as with the Sales Ledger the system filters the reports based on the primary
reporting database so order header reports (order status summary, list order headers etc.)
are based on the salesperson analysis code on the order header, detail reports (outstanding
orders etc.) are based on the salesperson analysis code on the order detail file. Where a
report includes details from both the order header and order details (sales order
specification) then it’s the order header salesperson filter that is applied. Again the
Additional Reporting option which links to Report Generator does not filter
Order Enquiry - user can only enquire on orders with matching salesperson reference.
Order Pick Lists – user can run any pick list but restricts the orders listed to those with
matching references.
Sales Order Ledger Enquiry – restricts access to orders based on matching salesperson
reference. Note that no further restriction is placed on access to details / sales account etc.
from that order – if have access to the order then have full access to the enquiry tools off
this (subject to other security settings).

Notes
Other actions outside of these applications – including Invoicer, Invoice Costing, Invoice
Generator, Profiler and Desktop Database Tools – do not support the salesperson filter
and will allow access to all records.

Installation
Database Changes
New data items are required on the Sales Account, Sales Transaction, Sales Order Header and
Sales Order Detail files to allow recording of the salesperson analysis code.
To add these new items select Installation from the main menu followed by Application Manager
and then Restructure A Database. Select the appropriate application, elect to update the Live
Files and then select the required database. The existing data items are then displayed on screen,
scroll-down to the next available blank entries and create the following items:
File

Item Name

Type

Description

SLA

Salesperson

N, T

Holds the salesperson analysis code associated with
the account.
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SLT

Salesperson

N, T

SOH

Salesperson

N, T

SOD

Salesperson

N, T

Holds the salesperson analysis code associated with
the transaction.
Holds the salesperson analysis code associated with
the sales order header.
Holds the salesperson analysis code associated with
the sales order detail.

Notes
If a sales account is tied to a salesperson and you do not wish to change the
salesperson against the sales order then the simplest set-up would be to use a T-Table
type against the account record and N-type items against the other three databases.
An alternative option, of particular use when changing salespersons on the sales order,
would be to use an N-type item for the salesperson analysis on all four databases and
create a lookup database for the salespersons.

To insert a new item press <Enter> against a blank entry, enter the title as required and press
<Enter>, select the item type (using the drop-down list if required), and depending on item type
select the size required.
Once the additional item has been recorded press the <ESC> key and select the UPDATE button to
save the database changes. When prompted respond ‘Y’ to the prompts to ‘Extract Existing Data
to New Database Structure’ and, if appropriate, ‘Copy Table Entries from Old Database to New
Database’. Final prompts ask to ‘Remove (.OLD) Database’ and to ‘Carry Out the Same
Restructure on the BASE File as Well’ – respond as required. If you select to update the base file
you need to manually insert the new items at the same data item positions as on the live file.
Repeat for all required databases.
Table Maintenance
If Salesperson items configured as T-Table items then will need to define the analysis descriptions
for the appropriate databases. To define select Installation from the main menu followed by
Application Manager and then Table Maintenance. Select the appropriate application, elect to
update the Live Files and then select the required database before selecting to Update Table
Descriptions
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Scroll through entries setting descriptions as required before selecting SAVE. Repeat for each
appropriate database.
Database Profiles
The new Salesperson analysis items need to be referenced within the Database Profiles for the
Sales Ledger and Sales Order Processing applications. To define select Installation from the main
menu followed by Application Manager and then Set Database Profiles.
For the Sales Ledger the Salesperson analysis items are referenced on Account Optional 4 and
Trans Optional 4. For Sales Order Processing the Salesperson analysis items are referenced on
Header Mandatory and Detail Optional 6. Reference each new data as required.
In addition you will need to define copy items within the Database Profiles for Sales Order
Processing to set copy item for the Salesperson code within the Acc to Hdr parameter screen and
Hdr to Det parameters screens. If not allowing change of salesperson code on the sales order you
can also define a copy item from Acc to Trans within the Database Profiles for the Sales Ledger.
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Document Design
If allowing amendment of the sales analysis code on the Sales Order then you will need to set a
copy item from the Order Header to the Sales Transactions within your invoice and credit
documents.
To update the Document Design select Installation from the main menu followed by the
Application Manager option and then Document Design Manager. Select the Sales Order
Processing application and the Invoices document type as required before entering the parameter
number of the document to update. When the document mask is displayed on screen select the
Parameters option from the main toolbar to display the first screen of parameters. Copy Items
are defined on parameter screen 16 Copy Data Items from Order Files – use the ACTION button to
move to this parameter screen.

Within the Order-Hdr to SL-Trans items reference the data item numbers for the salesperson
analysis codes.
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Application Screen Layouts
To record the Salesperson analysis code against the customer account and, optionally, allow
amendment of the salesperson against the sales order the new salesperson analysis items need to
be updated onto the customer and order maintenance screens.
To update the screen layout(s) users can sign on as the SYSTEM user-id (or if Premier any user with
Installer rights) and right-click on the Customers menu option before selecting the Add New
Accounts Screen. Alternatively users can select the Installation option from the main menu
followed by Application Manager and then Application User Facilities. Select the Sales Ledger
application before selecting Maintain Accounts and then Add New Accounts.

To insert the salesperson link you’ll first need to add a text label of ‘Salesperson’ (or similar), to do
this use the mouse to position the cursor where required and then type the required text. To
insert the data items position the cursor where required and press the <F4-Select> key and choose
the date item required. Set whether items are view-only, mandatory or require uppercase input
as required. Once complete choose File and then Save & Exit.
If allowing amendment of the salesperson within Sales Order Processing you’ll also need to amend
the order entry screen. To update the screen layout(s) users can again sign on as the SYSTEM
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user-id (or if Premier any user with Installer rights) and right-click on the Order Entry menu option
before selecting the Enter New Order Header Screen. Alternatively users can select the
Installation option from the main menu followed by Application Manager and then Application
User Facilities. Select the Sales Order Processing application before selecting Enter/Amend
Orders and then Enter New Order Header Screen. Once complete choose File and then Save &
Exit. Before exiting completely review the Update Order Header Screen option, if this is set to use
the same screen as Add then changes are complete, if not then you will need to duplicate the
above change(s) as required.

Notes
If using N-type items for salespersons and created a database for the salesperson codes
then you can define the lookup database tools within the screen layouts via the Tools
pull-down menu.

Log User-Id / Date / Time Database Record
Updated

Premier only

Database options, available for the Premier product level, allow you to log the user who added the
database record together with the date and time the record was added. This new feature allows
you to also record the user who last updated the record together with the date and time the
record was updated which can then be included in system reports or enquiries – perhaps shown
who last processed a sales order etc. by including the extra items in the enquiry screen.

Installation
Database Changes
The additional items can be set within any database as required whether that be an application
database such as the sales accounts or stock records file, a ProFiler database or a stand-alone
database used within the (say) Databases on Desktop options.
When restructuring the database you can opt to share the data items for logging the
user/date/time details who added with those for the user/date/time who last updated the record
or separate items can be added as required. You can restructure a database via various options such as the Restructure a Database options in the Installation section for the application databases
– but once the database has been opened for amendment the processes are identical. Three new
items are required, if not sharing with the ‘add’ settings, and these are:
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Item Name

Type

Description

LAST-UPD-BY
LAST-UPD-ON
LAST-UPD-AT

X (6)
D/E
N

Holds the user-id who last updated the database record.
Holds the date the database record was last updated.
Holds the time the database record was last updated.

New options have been added within the Advanced Features of the database structure to
reference the items to be used for updating last update details – press <F4> to update the
advanced features.
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Once the additional item has been recorded press the <END> key to return to the item list
followed by the <ESC> key and select the UPDATE button to save the database changes. When
prompted respond ‘Y’ to the prompts to ‘Extract Existing Data to New Database Structure’ and, if
appropriate, ‘Copy Table Entries from Old Database to New Database’. Final prompts ask to
‘Remove (.OLD) Database’ and to ‘Carry Out the Same Restructure on the BASE File as Well’ –
respond as required. If you select to update the base file you need to manually insert the new
items at the same data item positions as on the live file. Repeat for all required databases.

Data Interchange – Import Large Text Strings
The maximum data item size for text within Datafile is 64-characters which requires, if importing
large text strings, pre-processing outside of Datafile to split the text into constituent parts. This
new feature allows Datafile to perform this processing splitting the text items into separate items
based on the size of the item and to ‘intelligently’ split string of text based on spaces within the
text string.
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When cross-matching the data items if you reference the same CSV column number item against
consecutive data items you will be prompted ‘Is this an overflow from the previous data item’ for
you to respond as required.

Note
To split text over a series of data items they must be equal in size and consecutive
within the database.
Text split is based on the item size and then works backwards to find the last space
character (unless next character is a space) and updates the data item with this text
with the remaining text being apportioned in a similar manner over the remaining
block items. If no space is found within the number of characters of the item size then
split will be based on item size.
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Output User List to Excel
When defining users and their configuration settings for access to Datafile within the MASTER
sign-on it can be useful to print the existing user list for review. From the user list the <F7-Option>
key is available to print a user list and this option now allows output to Excel / Spreadsheet for
ease of review.

Datafile SQL
Update Individual Records to SQL on Nominal Update
When updating from sales/purchase ledgers to nominal ledger then if any databases involved are
set to mirror to a SQL database then the system will generate a refresh of these databases (SLT /
PLT / NLT / NLA) rather than update individual records as this tends to update the mirrored tables
more quickly.
Where large databases are in use and updates are run frequently (daily rather than at period end)
then a global refresh of the data may take longer than an individual record update may take. A
new option has been added within the Nominal Updating definition to allow the facility to mirror
individual record changes.
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Omit SQL File Refresh – if set then the system omits the full table refresh of the import/output
databases within the Nominal update and instead updates the mirrored table through individual
record updates.

Multiple File Updating
If using the multiple updating definition file this parameter is available via the ‘General
Details / Which Systems Allowed’ parameter screen.

Suspend SQL Mirroring During Night / Weekends
The SQLMGR program, once started, reads the SQLDET database continually for new records to
process and can mean – when your business operates on a set opening times basis – that the
SQLMGR is interrogating the database when no changes are being made.
New options are now available that can be added to the PARAM.INI (a file held within the main
Datafile SQL program folder which can be edited with any text editor) to exclude mirroring during
set days/times.
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Commands to add are:
exclude=19:30-08:30
exclude_day=Sat,Sun
If you have a night time process that you need to mirror then you can set multiple times for
exclusion, for example, you have an offsite import that is processed at midnight then you could
have an ‘exclude’ entry along the lines of:
Exclude=19:30-23:30,01:00-08:30
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Chapter 4
ProFiler
ProFiler Application Definition
Screen Options – Increment Code within ‘Location’
A common use for a ProFiler application can be to develop additional features for stock control
including replacing the standard stock maintenance screens with a ProFiler equivalent – this can
allow more screens to be used for maintenance or to allow extra validation options such as
increased look-up items. When using location stock the standard applications allow the operator
to enter the location and the stock code as separate inputs and ProFiler supports the selection of
stock records in this way via the ‘Ignore Sel’ options within the Data File Profiles of the ProFiler
application.
ProFiler screens generally allow for the automatic incrementing of prime-index references but this
is based on the ‘whole’ code and wasn’t supported for use with the split location input. This new
feature allows the facility to increment codes based on the selected location record.
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Note that although the example here is for use for stock maintenance this facility is available
generally within ProFiler screens where there is a requirement for prime-index references to be
entered in two parts with a ‘location’ style reference.

Notes
If the operator abandons entry of the record the system will revert to the previous
reference. If the operator overtypes the reference then this is saved as the last
referenced added and subsequent added records will increment from that reference.
Whilst confirming the code itself the ‘location’ record is exclusively locked if it is set to
increment the reference – this is changed to a usage lock once the code has been
confirmed / accepted and the cursor is on the main entry screen before being released
on save of the record. This does mean that multiple operators cannot add new records
into the same location at the same time.
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Installation
Database Changes
Two new items are required on the ‘location’ file for this feature. If using this facility for stock
maintenance then to add these new items select Installation from the main menu followed by
Application Manager and then Restructure A Database. Select the Stock Control application. Elect
to update the Live Files and then select the Stock Location File.
If using this facility for another reason then amend the ‘location’ database via the ProFiler
Database Restructure options available by selecting Database Systems from the main menu and
then ProFiler Application Definition, Database Utilities and then Restructure A Database and
enter the database filename.
The existing data items are then displayed on screen, scroll-down to the next available blank
entries and create the following items:
Item

Type

Description

INCREMENT

?

LAST-CODE

Y

Flag item to identify whether items added within this ‘location’
are to suggest a new code based on a automatically
incremented reference.
Holds the last referenced added. Note that this item should be
sized as per the numeric portion of the index format (excluding
‘location’) and the maximum size is eight characters.

To insert a new item press <Enter> against a blank entry, enter the title as required and press
<Enter>, select the item type (using the drop-down list if required), and depending on item type
select the size required.
Once the additional items have been recorded press the <ESC> key and select the UPDATE button
to save the database changes. When prompted respond ‘Y’ to the prompts to ‘Extract Existing
Data to New Database Structure’ and, if appropriate, ‘Copy Table Entries from Old Database to
New Database’. Final prompts ask to ‘Remove (.OLD) Database’ and, if restructuring an
application database, to ‘Carry Out the Same Restructure on the BASE File as well’ – respond as
required. If you select to update the base file you need to manually insert the new items at the
same data item positions as on the live file.
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ProFiler Data File Profiles
The ‘location’ style split input is controlled via the ‘Ignore Sel’ function for the main database
which is accessed via the Data File Profiles option within the ProFiler Application Generator and
the new increment options are also enabled here.
Firstly though, for the auto-increment option the code format needs to be numeric (for the none
‘location’ element) and no longer than eight characters.
Setting the ‘Ignore Sel’ option gives a pop-up asking for:

Item – Select the main prime index for the database.
Eq/NEq – Set to ‘S’ to enable split code input for this item
Value – When using ‘location’ style input this option is set as Location File No / Main File Number
and then ‘L’ – i.e. 2/1L. To enable the auto-increment facility this is appended with ‘_nnn_nnn’
where the first ‘nnn’ is the three-digit item on the location item that identifies whether codes are
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to be incremented and the second ‘nnn’ is the three digit item on the location file that holds the
last code added, the completed value setting will be represented as ‘2/1L_009_010’ (for example).

Alternate F8-Zoom Link Item
When using a ProFiler screen against one of the main application databases you can define that
the application is linked to a company and a set application, the system then uses the record
number of that database as the key for F8-Zoom to the Ledger Enquiry.
This new feature allows you to link a non-application database to an application database and
nominate an alternate data item to use as the key for F8-Zoom.

Within the Application Profiles / Link to company settings a new setting is available to select the
Zoom item.
Application – select the main application that the database links to.
Memo Item – if actually is the main application database you can optionally select the data item
on the main record that holds the memo detail. Leave blank if linking to an application using a
database that isn’t the main application database.
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Zoom Item – leave blank if linking to an application from the main application database
alternatively select the data item that holds the primary key for linking to the application enquiry –
i.e. if linking to Stock Application for <F8-Zoom> then nominate the item that holds the Datafile
Stock Code.

